
Travel insurance info for OUAS students 

 

This info includes general information about students’ travel insurance. Please, note that the insurance 

conditions are much more complex and the insurance company always makes the final decision concerning 

indemnity and only on application.  

Content 

- validity of the travel insurance (territory and period) 

- traveller’s insurance card 

- insurance conditions including 

o traveller’s insurance 

o luggage insurance (including personal liability insurance and travel legal insurance) 

o statutory accident insurance (covers accidents during unpaid practical training) 

- Frequently asked questions 

- notice of accident claim 

- Where to find further information? 

 

1. Validity of the travel insurance (territory and period) 

 

- Travel insurance for students is valid during trips included in the curriculum. Such trips are e.g. 

trips related to student exchange and practical training. The insurance comes into effect when you 

leave from home, school or work place and expires when you return to aforesaid places. 

- During student exchange and practical training, the insurance is valid on weekends and during 

school and practical training holidays when you are on holiday in the same country where you 

study or carry out practical training and you return to the place of study or practical training after 

the holiday. 

- The insurance is not valid if you travel to the destination country (where you shall study or carry 

out practical training) to spend holiday or to get to know the study or practical training place or 

when you travel to another country to spend holiday. The insurance is not valid either if you stay in 

the country for holiday after the studies or training.  

- The insurance is not valid either during the return trip if you return to Finland after holiday. 

However, if you travel from the destination country to another country to spend holiday, this trip 

can be considered as a return trip and in this case the insurance is valid.  

 

2. Travel insurance card 

 

- Collect a travel insurance card from the student services before going abroad. Let the student 

services to know your full name, destination country and your travel time (departure and return 

day). Please, note that you need to return the card to the student services after the trip. The card 

states the insurance company, insurance number, emergency service number, insurance conditions 

in a nut shell se well as the address where the medical center can send doctor’s statements and 

invoices. If the medical center you are dealing with do not accept the insurance card and are not 

willing to operate directly with the insurance company, pay the expenses yourself and hold on to 

the original doctor’s statements and invoices with care. If the amounts of payment are high, call to 

the emergency service number to ask for a payment commitment. The emergency service number 

is +358 800 0 4531. It serves 24/7 in Finnish, Swedish and English. You may also call to the number 

if you have any questions or need help with the accident or illness that has occurred during the trip.  

 

 



3. Insurance conditions 

 

- Travel insurance consists of traveller’s insurance and luggage insurance including personal liability 

and travel legal insurance. You may ask questions related to insurance conditions form the contact 

person but please, pair in mind that the insurance company always makes the final decision of 

indemnity and only on application.  

 

4. Traveller’s insurance 

 

Traveller’s insurance covers:  

- Treatment expenses due to travel illness and accident without upper limit in euro and without 

deductible 

- Treatment expenses relating to travel illness during 90 days as of the date the treatment 

commenced 

- Treatment expenses relating to travel accident during maximum 3 years as of the date of accident 

- Interrupted trip, cancelled trip and missed connection but only serious, self-independent reasons 

- Permanent handicap caused by travel accident; €30,000 

- Death caused by travel accident; €30,000 

- Deductible in traveler’s insurance is 0 € 

Travel-time illness refers to an unanticipated and sudden illness requiring medical attention that, 

on the basis of medical assessment, can reasonably be judged to have originated during the trip. 

Travel-time illness may be compensated for only if the insured has sought medical attention during 

the trip or within 14 days of the trip. If the illness has been caused by an infectious disease with a 

longer incubation time, the 14-day rule shall not apply.  

Sickness during travel shall not include any illness the symptoms of which occurred prior to the 

travel or the examinations for which were pending prior to the travel, even in the event that the 

existence of the illness will be confirmed during the trip.  

A travel accident shall refer to a sudden occurrence during the trip caused by external factors that 

results in bodily injury to the insured against his/her will. 

5. Luggage insurance 

 

- Maximum compensation in luggage insurance is €1,500 (If the value of your luggage exceeds this 

amount it’s recommended to obtain an additional insurance) 

- Maximum compensation in personal liability travel insurance is €85,000 and in travel legal 

expenses insurance €8,500 

- Deductible in luggage insurance is 0 € and in personal liability travel insurance and travel legal 

expenses insurance the deductible is 10 %, however 150 € minimum.  

 

6. Statutory accident insurance 

 

- Statutory accident insurance covers accidents occurred in unpaid practical training 

- the insurance is valid at work, on the way to work, on commission assigned by the employer and 

when working at home.  

- If you are covered by the Finnish health insurance system (Kela), please collect European Health 

Insurance Card form Kela before departure. By presenting the card, you can obtain necessary 

medical treatment during a temporary residence in another EU/EEA country or in Switzerland. If 

you are a citizen of EU/EEA or Switzerland you can obtain the card from your home country. If you 

do not carry this card with you, use the travel insurance card in case of accident or travel sickness.  

- In case of an accident that occurs during practical training abroad, please inform the student 

services as soon as possible.  



7. Answers to FAQ  

Validity during sport activities 

The insurance is not valid during Professional sports, competitive sports or any risky sports and 

activities such as power sports, martial arts, motor sports, climbing, diving, aviation sports etc. The 

list of these activities is long and you can find it from Oiva. If you intend to take part in professional, 

competitive or risky sports, please obtain a separate insurance.  

Coverage in sudden and unexpected worsening of illness that the insured had before the trip 

traveller’s insurance covers treatment expenses in the event of a sudden and unanticipated 

worsening during the trip of an illness the insured had before the journey. The unanticipated 

nature shall be subject to assessment on medical grounds. Only acute care treatment equivalent to 

first aid provided in the travel destination shall be compensated for as resulting from the above-

mentioned worsening of an illness or injury for a maximum period of ten (10) days from 

commencement of the treatment. Expenses for transport home shall not be compensated. 

Worsening of the illness or injury where examinations or treatment remained unfinished at the 

time of the commencement of the journey shall not be considered unanticipated.  

Treatment expenses for dental injuries or sudden toothache  

With regard to medical treatment expenses for a dental injury resulting from a travel accident, 

compensation shall be paid only for the necessary expenses of treatment or examination provided 

or prescribed by a dentist.  

The maximum compensation for the expenses of treating an injury to the teeth or dentures due to 

occlusion and related local travel expenses shall be EUR 120. Compensation shall be paid only in 

the event that the injury caused by occlusion occurred and the treatment was provided during the 

trip. The maximum compensation for the expenses of the necessary first aid for sudden toothache 

and related local travel expenses shall be total EUR 120. Compensation shall be paid only in the 

event that the toothache began and the treatment was provided during the trip. 

 

8. Claim of indemnity 

 

Notification of claim will be filled in together with the contact person through online service, either 

after the trip at the student services or during the trip via Skype or Adobe Connect.  

Note! Remember to hold on to the original doctor’s statements and invoices with care. In case of a 

crime, report it to the local police station. 

 

9. Where to find further information 

Oiva: https://oiva.oamk.fi/tietoa_opiskelusta/palvelut_opiskelijoille/vakuutusturva/ from where 

you can find extensive information on all insurance conditions. OR from student insurances contact 

person of your own campus.  

Anna Kolehmainen, raija.pohjola@oamk.fi at Kotkantie campus 

Maarit Kettunen, maarit.kettunen@oamk.fi at Professorintie campus 

Susanna Kela, laura.tikkanen@oamk.fi at Teuvo Pakkalan katu campus 

Have an enjoyable and safe trip! 
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